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Table 4

Milan criteria for liver transplantation

Single tumour < 5 cm or 2-3 tumours (none > 3 cm) and no vascular invasion or
extrahepatic spread. 

»

Table 3

Treatment options according to Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer  disease stage

Stage

Very early (0)

Early (A)

Intermediate (B)

Advanced (C)

Terminal (D)

PS = performance status

Table 5

TNM staging for cholangiocarcinoma

Feature
Primary tumour (T)

Regional lymph nodes (N)

Distant metastases

nodules within Milan criteria
depending on patient performance
status, comorbidities and liver
function/remnant volume, see table 4,
below right. Those not eligible for
resection but still stage 0 or A may be
eligible for liver transplantation. 
Portal vein thrombosis is a common

complication of HCC that has often
developed prior to diagnosis, this
usually leads to liver decompensation
precluding the option of surgical
resection. 
Percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI):
Ethanol is injected percutaneously into
the tumour which leads to coagulative
necrosis within the tumour. It is most
successful in smaller tumours but
recurrence rates are high.
Radiofrequency ablation (RFA): High
energy radio waves are used to induce
a coagulative necrosis. RFA is also
more successful when used with
smaller tumours and is associated with
a much lower recurrence rate.
Chemoembolisation:Embolisation of
the artery supplying the tumour is
carried out via transcatheter delivery
of lipiodol or gel beads (known as
TAE), or embolic or cytotoxic agents
such as doxorubicin (known as TACE)
causing local tumour ischaemia 
and delivery targeted chemotherapy. 
It is used in patients with stage B HCC,
is not curative but slows tumour
growth. 
Chemotherapy:Chemotherapy has a
limited role in HCC. The response rate
to systemic doxorubicin is approximately
20% in patients without cirrhosis. 
Biologic therapies: For advanced liver
cancer (BCL stage C), NICE has
approved sorafenib, an oral tyrosine
kinase inhibitor. This functions by
preventing tumour cell proliferation
and angiogenesis. 
It is estimated to extend life by 

three months in those patients with
advanced HCC. 
If this fails, patients may qualify to be

trialled on lenvatinib or regorafenib
which are approved by NICE but not
funded within the NHS.19,20 

Cholangiocarcinoma
In CC, treatment decisions are made
according to the tumour, node, metastasis
(TNM) system (see table 5, right).
Treatment options are surgery which

can be of curative intent, such as
resection or transplantation, palliative,
or symptom relief such as biliary
bypass or stent placement. Other
options include radiotherapy or
chemotherapy which can be
neoadjuvant, adjuvant or palliative. 

Features

•Single < 2 cm
•Child-Pugh A
•PS 0

•Single or 2-3 nodules < 3 cm
•Child-Pugh A
•PS 0

•Multinodular
•Child-Pugh A-B
•PS 0

•Portal vein invasion
•Extra-hepatic spread
•Child-Pugh A-B
•PS 1-2

•Terminal stage
•Child-Pugh C
•PS 3-4

Treatment options

•Resection
•Ablation
•Transplant

•Resection
•Ablation 
•Transplant

•TACE

•Sorafenib

•Best supportive care

Scoring
Tx - cannot be assessed
T0 - no evidence of primary tumour
T1 - solitary tumour, no vascular invasion
T2 - solitary tumour with vascular invasion or
multiple tumours all < 5 cm
T3a - multiple tumours of any size
T3b - single tumour or multiple tumours of
any size involving a major branch of the
portal or hepatic vein
T4 - tumours with direct invasion of adjacent
organs other than the gallbladder or with
perforation of visceral peritoneum

Nx - cannot be assessed
N0 - no regional node metastases
N1 - regional node metastasis

M0 - no distant metastasis
M1 - distant metastasis


